


Pixie Dust 
particles of a dream

A Collection of Fairy Tales 

Dear Reader,

Once upon a time, an English class strolled through the poetically 
prosed novella forest of “The House on Mango Street.” Along 
the journey, their guide thought it best if the young apprentices 
could mimic the style of the forest’s creator Sandra Cisneros. He 
then gave groups of four the task of re-telling a classic fairy tale 
through poetic and sensory vignettes. The result is this rich tap-
estry of interwoven poetic pictures. 

Special thanks to Alice Chen for illustrating the cover and An-
Che Teng for inspiring the title of the anthology.

We hope you enjoy reading as much as we enjoyed creating.

Wishing you a happy beginning and ending.

Enchantedly yours,
Mr. Cravak
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1Pixie Dust: Particles of a Dream

Burnt

	 Silent	snow	gently	flutters	down	and	settles	upon	the	the	cobbled	

streets like a blanket. A thin line of golden light peeks above the horizon. 

A distant bell chimes a resonant rhythm, its echo channeling through the 

winding paths of quiet alleys. Soft light fell onto the silvery ground from 

windows as the villagers rejoice the dawning new year. 

 Life continues on to the new day. Except for the little match girl. 

Silent and cold. Draped in thin ragged clothes with her smooth, bare feet 

and toes showing, she sits motionlessly against the corner of two oblivious 

households.	Her	tiny	figure,	stiff	and	frail	from	the	endurance	of	endless	

cold and hunger, held tightly onto bundles of spent, charred matches. 

Feathery snow decorates her pretty chestnut curls. Her long eyelashes 

shimmers with light. A faint innocent smile still lingers on her rosy lips be-

tween her frosted cheeks. It almost seems as if she is having a wonder-

ful dream and with a good shake her eyes will open and reveal her large, 

round eyes. The color of her pupils will forever be a mystery. 

 But the little match girl is long gone and as lifeless as the burnt 

matches she holds. A few passersby gathered and grieve for her. A shame 

that her matches that could only buy the warmth of people when she died.

 But do not worry for her, because now, she is smiling a brilliant smile 

in the warmest and coziest place. A place where only happiness exists.

Little Match Girl
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The Bleak Journey of Coldness and Despair

 The cruel and harsh snow blows relentlessly. In solitude, the dark sky 

seems lonelier in the desolate atmosphere. A poor little girl stands trembling 

with	a	basket	of	matches,	in	hunger	and	despair,	like	a	delicate	flower	about	

to be blown away. The only thing she has left is a pair of oversized slip-

pers, which only partially covers her small and freezing toes. The brutal snow 

seems interminable. As she drags her weak body across the street covered 

by the ceaseless snow, the poor little girl looks down powerlessly but one 

slipper cannot be seen anywhere nearby in the dark. Suddenly, a small and 

agile urchin appears out of nowhere and grabs the other slipper, and with 

the speed of lightning, he disappears back into the shadows of the snow, 

laughing.  As hope fades into the unknown, the little thing moves on with her 

tiny bare feet that turns from red to blue because of the intense and bleak 

temperature. Every slow and small step she takes, pain strikes her tiny toes 

like a sharp knife as frozen ice burns off her innocent skin. Even though she 

is experiencing excruciating pain, she no longer cares to scream or cry. No 

matter what, the poor little thing needs to move on. From her hollow and sad 

eyes, she was starving as an abandoned child. She shakes herself, shivering, 

trying	to	find	a	last	bit	of	energy,	and	moves	on	into	the	endless	darkness	

where hope seems out of reach...

Little Match Girl
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Desperation on New Year’s Eve

 “Matches!” the little girl yells. “Matches! Anyone?” A note of des-

peration crawls its way into her voice. She holds out her matches in her 

pale, fragile hand but then sits down on the frozen cobblestones. The 

merry glow of the warm little houses that lined the street seems to mock 

her. The smell of a greasy New Year’s dinner wafts through the air but all 

she can do is sell matches. 

 The cold seems to pierce through the rags she is wearing and into 

her heart. The cold suffocates her. Blocking out everything. All that is left 

is the cold.  

 The little girl watches the people coming and going. A merry looking 

couple dressed in fancy clothes and wearing smiles on their faces saun-

ter	by.	They	seem	very	much	in	love.	Would	the	little	girl	ever	find	her	soul	

mate? Another middle aged man wearing a long dark trench coat and hat 

walks by, his strides long and hurried. As he passes he seems to glance 

over	at	the	girl.	Pity	fills	his	tired	eyes	but	even	then	he	walks	on.	After	

him,	a	stiff	looking	old	lady	shuffles	by,	looking	at	the	little	girl	as	if	she	

didn’t deserve to be alive. Looking at her as if she should just disappear. 

The little girl stares at the ground. Nobody wants her matches. Nobody 

cares about her. Nobody ever would. 

 She looks up at the empty black sky. It is empty just like her.

Little Match Girl
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A Shooting Star

 It is a cold night. The cold numbs her hands and feet, and the little 

girl can no longer withstand the cold. She draws out a match from the box 

and	strikes	it	against	the	wall.	How	bright	and	warm	the	flame	is!	In	the	

flames,	a	Christmas	tree	appears,	so	big	and	beautiful,	bigger	than	any	

Christmas tree she has ever seen before, with thousands of candles burn-

ing. When she reaches towards it though, the Christmas tree disappears, 

and	the	lights	fly	up	high	and	becomes	stars,	dancing	in	the	night.	One	

bright shooting star falls and it reminds her of her beloved grandmother, 

the only person that has ever loved her, who once told her that when 

a shooting star falls, a soul goes up to heaven. The match burns bright 

again and in the glowing of the match she sees her grandmother stand-

ing there, kind and lovely. Welcoming her. Afraid that her grandmother will 

disappear, the little girl frantically lights all the matches. The matches glow 

and light up the night with such intensity that they are even brighter than 

daylight! The little girl cries for her grandmother to bring her along. Her 

grandmother embraces the little girl and takes her in her arms. Together 

and	joyfully	they	fly	to	God,	where	there	is	no	cold,	no	hunger,	and	no	

fear.

Little Match Girl
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The Forest

 As I walk along the lush, green path, the cool wind whistles by my 

ear, and I feel at peace. It balances nicely with the warm, late-morning sun 

that shines through the forest. The lingering scent of yesterday’s rain 

hangs	in	the	air	and	the	grass.	Tiny	wild-flowers	bring	color	to	the	forest.	

Purple, yellow, blue, all colors of the rainbow. I want to pick a few and give 

them to grandmother, but mother told me not to get distracted by any-

thing, because the forest is a dangerous place. But I disagree. The forest 

is	like	a	peaceful	playhouse,	filled	only	with	jolliness	and	peace	and	safety.	

Ten more steps forward, turn left, keep walking until a crossroad is seen, 

turn right and count three steps, see the big tree and just keep walking 

straight. I should get there in a few hours. I’ve walked down this path hun-

dreds of times before, and I know it like the back of my hand. I skip down 

the path and sing along with the chirping birds. The warm sun beats down 

on my face. Everything is right. 

Suddenly, the birds stop singing. I see a bush rustle in the corner of my 

eye. Someone is following me. Alerted to its presence, I pick up my pace. 

My heart is pounding unevenly in my chest and beads of sweat are form-

ing on my face. Dead silence. My breathing is the only sound I can hear. I 

try to convince myself that it is just my imagination. I focus on making my 

breath steady. Then as suddenly as they stopped, the birds start chirping 

again and everything turns back to normal, like nothing ever happened. 

But I know better. I know that something was wrong, and it may still be. I 

will be on my guard from now on. Mother was right, the forest is a danger-

ous place. A few minutes later, I see grandmother’s cabin. It looks 

different. 

Little Red Riding Hood
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The Hunt

 I have not hunted in twenty days. I have not fed for too long. I am 

restless, and I need something in my system to keep me going. The star-

vation is killing me slowly. I can feel the acid bubbling and burning in my 

stomach, digesting me from the inside out, for I am pitifully empty. My 

stomach gurgles so often that it is like an alarm. Tick Tock! Time to eat! 

A soft breeze makes me stop dead in my tracks. The smell of fresh meat. 

The smell of pumping blood, and a faint odor of sweat. A lamb, a fat, juicy 

lamb.	I	must	find	it	and	kill	it.	I	have	not	been	this	alert	for	a	long	time.	My	

heart beat is accelerating, and my eyes are so clear, all focused for just 

one thing. Saliva is involuntarily forming around my tongue. I wipe a line of 

drool impatiently with the back of my dirty and cut paw. I feel the pull in 

my stomach, and the adrenaline racing in my veins. Should I sneak up on it 

from the back? Or should I just attack it from the front? Oh, I do not care, 

I need the meat, the meat. Another breeze makes me stop again midhunt. 

This is not the smell of a lamb. It is much too fresh. The scent is too clean. 

There is no smell of wet wool. The heartbeat is wrong, it is much too en-

ergetic. Just like . . . a human girl. A soft, young human girl. A delicious 

human girl. I snarl quietly. This shall be quite a haul. I am a wolf on a hunt. 

There is no turning back. 

A plan forms quickly. I am much too elegant to commit a messy kill here 

in the middle of a forest. That is what dogs do. But not I, the King of the 

Woods. I shall be graceful, and I shall be smart. I will follow her, and I will 

swallow her whole, so that no drop of blood will go to waste. So that every 

last bit of the girl will be savored. 

Little Red Riding Hood
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Grandma is that You?

 I stand in Grandma’s house, feeling a chill creep up my spine slowly as I 

take in the silence that envelops the little worn cottage. For some reason, I feel 

something I have never felt in this house before: Fear. The kind of fear that 

makes you think of corpses and sharp gleaming objects. The candles are not 

lit, and there is no sunshine, even though it is only late afternoon. My vision, 

being used to the bright walk in the forest, is dulled. I pull my bright crimson 

hood	tighter	around	my	shoulder,	and	I	approach	her	bed.	The	wooden	floor	

boards let out a sharp creaking sound with every step I take. Creak, creak, 

creak.  I realize that grandmother has yet to address my arrival. I tiptoe a few 

steps, wondering if she is asleep. Creak, creak, creak. Still no response. I then 

gently take another few steps, and cough softly, hoping the sounds will wake 

her because I do not have the heart to disturb her in her peaceful state. As I 

near her bedside, I see her body’s outline underneath the pristine white bed 

sheets.	I	see	her	body	twitch,	and	the	silhouette	of	her	head	reflected	upon	

the dimly lit walls. It looks…unusual. Her ears are slightly more pointed than 

before. Her eyes are like golden jewels shining through the dark. I shiver invol-

untarily. Her eyes resemble a predator’s. Is she playing a joke on me? I observe 

on, and see that her nose seems to extend further down her face than before. 

Suspicions are beginning to form, and I feel the need to check if this feeling 

of foreboding is just my imagination. Creak, creak, creak. “Grandmother’s” 

shadow on the wall jerks once, and when it opens its mouth to speak, what I see 

makes my blood run cold. In this dark room, the cold takes me over completely. 

Its	teeth.	Sharp	and	beastly.	Jagged	and	triangular.	Their	reflections	display	

themselves on the wall, and I run. Whatever is lying in Grandmother’s bed; it is 

not her. It is not human. I need to escape before it is too late. 

Little Red Riding Hood
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Sausages

 I can feel Grandmother’s hair, soft as rabbits, soaked in what has 

the texture of blood. I cannot see if it is blood, for my eyes have been 

bandaged by the gentle hands of darkness. All around me there is a mist 

of this blood, blood on my face, blood on my arms, blood in my mouth, 

blood everywhere. Blood pours onto the dry riverbed of my thoughts 

like a stream of ice melting in the warmth of spring. Blood twists like vines 

around my feet, coaxing my steps forward onto the smooth stones of the 

river. Blood and vomit lap at my wrists and burn like sand rubbed into a 

scrape, replenished by showers from above. No, not vomit. I must not think 

of what else is carried by these rains. But no, once more, there is vomit. 

For I am within the wolf, there is as much vomit as blood. If there were more 

light, I would be see myself surrounded by the dissolving eyes, livers, and 

torn	flesh	of	my	fellow	prisoners,	so	mutilated	that	hearts	would	appear	

no	different	from	stomachs.	I	am	too	dismembered,	but	a	head	floating	in	

an acrid stew of blood, as each my limbs, torso, and neck are separate 

yet feeling; this I cannot see, for now the darkness around me stings like 

an	angered	hoard	of	wasps,	swarming	the	soft	flesh	of	my	eyelids.	I	may	

not cry, for that function of the living has left me. I hope to melt before I 

am sent to the strangulating sausage casings of the intestines, for I would 

rather burn than have my breath squeezed out of me for an eternity, to 

be cut into pieces of discarded mass, gasping to inhale, like a pig within a 

sausage.	A	pain	has	ground	past	the	sausages	of	my	fingers,	like	a	blunt	

cleaver through a boiled egg. It has opened a luminous gate from above.

Little Red Riding Hood
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The Queen

 The queen stands proudly, beautifully, captivatingly in her sweet-

smelling bedroom, surveying and taking in her peaceful surroundings. Her 

silky, perfume, coffee brown hair tumbles naturally down to her graceful, 

elegant	shoulders.	Her	smooth,	flawless	skin	glows	with	life	and	her	vel-

vety	clothing	fits	perfectly	with	her	slim	body.	Her	makeup	was	impeccably	

made, no microscopic error that could be found. On the surface, her em-

erald green eyes sparkle with beauty and wisdom. However, if one exam-

ines her eyes closely, they contain malice and malevolence. Even deeper, 

her	dark	red	blood	flows	with	trickery	and	vanity.	Further	down,	her	heart	

smells putrid and is deadly black, rotten, and full of cruelty, hatred, and 

jealousy towards anyone who got in her way. When she isn’t around any-

one, she admires her beauty in her mirror and gets this evil glint in her 

eyes. If one’s heart is a portrait of one’s appearance, the queen will look 

hideous and monstrous, have dry, cracked skin, and a rancid smell coming 

off of her.

 However, because hearts do not represent a person’s form, ev-

erybody looks at the queen with respect and awe. They stare at her in 

amazement, bow deeply whenever she sophisticatedly strides along with 

her sweet apple fragrance, and the fact that she holds herself so regally 

made everyone admire her even more. Her smile is so charming, causing 

everybody to turn, stare at her, and smile back dreamily back at her.

 Surely, there is no way that anyone could be fairer than the queen.

Snow White
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Mirror, Mirror!

 Lonely. Isolated. Abandoned. The cracked mirror stands frozen in the corner of the 

dejected attic, waiting for its chance to revive and to become the renowned prophet. The 

endless cycle of days drag on, like the eerie silence that persists in the damp atmosphere. 

The smell of misty memories and moldy dreams linger in the room, like the ancient ghost that 

haunts the castle. Waiting. Waiting. And more waiting. The mirror chants to itself, the verses 

of longing, and then waits some more.

 Finally, one delightfully gloomy night, the attic trap lifts, and appears the goddess 

of the universe, the breathtakingly beautiful queen. The silence shatters and the loneli-

ness	reaches	its	sudden	death.	The	queen,	reaches	out	her	long	pale	fingers,	and	retrieves	

the long-forgotten mirror. The mirror grins to itself as it soundlessly thanks its savior. The 

gloominess lifts. To the mirror, the damp wood that had once smelled like broken dreams, 

suddenly smells like a renewed hopes and the morning dewdrops. Graciously, the mirror 

promises itself to appease to the queen’s every need. Indeed, the mirror is sure that the 

queen	is	a	kind-hearted	lady,	just	like	her	appearance.	The	ultimate	loneliness	is	finally	over.

 Mirror! Mirror, on the wall! Who’s the fairest of them all?

	 Snow	White,	the	mirror	retorts	confidently.

 Liar. Surely, there is no way that anyone could be fairer than the queen!

 I speak the truth, the mirror continues optimistically, unable to detect the queen’s 

shift in disposition.

 I shouldn’t trust subjective views from a talking mirror.

 It is undeniably Snow White, says the mirror, still oblivious to the queen’s tempera-

ment. 

 This is deliciously perplexing. Well, only one person can be the fairest, and surely that 

will have to be me. I’ll be back. You just wait, the queen cackles.

 Poof, the queen’s jet-black cloak lands on the mirror. The last scene the mirror re-

members is a wrinkled old hag. The squeaky wheels roll back into its familiar corner. Waiting. 

Waiting. And more waiting. The mirror settles back into the smells of broken dreams, which 

somehow comes as a comfort. Warped truths. Distorted thoughts. Murky memories. These 

familiar feelings wash over the mirror again. The heart of the lovable lady with eyes of emer-

ald, wasn’t as alluring as she is on the outside. The menacing future seems inevitable and ever 

closer.

Snow White
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Death by Apple

 Snow White simply does not get the hag’s intentions.

 She stares at her with curiosity as she enjoys the sweet juice of the 

bright blood red apple.

 Her heart, still beating soundly, has not failed her. Her chest, still 

rising regularly, feeds eagerly upon the still air. The wrinkled hag stares at 

her, desperation on her ancient face. But for what?

 As Snow White chews her apple, savoring the sweet aftertaste, she 

notices	something	changing	slowly.	The	floor	starts	to	spin,	faster	and	

faster, and black spots appear before her squinted eyes. Feeling weak-

er, her breath came in fast gasps, her heart decelerating and failing her. 

Numbness dominates her body as the apple suddenly turns sour with her 

realization. The hag’s face cackles with glee and watches triumphantly as 

Snow White crumbles to the ground, delicate ebony hair still curled messily 

about, with her eyes rolling softly to the back of her head, darkness tum-

bling over her, and breathing no more. 

Snow White
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The Kiss of Life

 The	shimmering	crystal	coffin	seems	to	be	all	alone	in	the	woods,	until	the	
prince spots the beautiful Snow White through her illuminated shell. Her skin 
so bright it seems to glow with life, her long silky hair in such beauty the prince 
just wishes he could bring her home and marry her. But that is impossible, for 
Snow White has died from a noxious apple bite. Intently watching the beautiful 
remains of the once lively girl, the prince can no longer hold back his urges. It is 
simply asking for the impossible anyways. So the prince leans forward... opens 
the	coffin...	and	kisses	the	lovely	Snow	White.	The	sensation	of	the	meeting	
between the lips is truly astonishing, the coldness of death never reaching 
Snow White’s lips, as the dynamic feelings from the prince directly transfers 
to the body of the once prospering princess; bound to revive the beauty who 
has fallen into endless sleep. The kiss is the moment of life, the kiss of life, 
the meaning of life. Nothing comes close to the remarkable fragrance of Snow 
White’s perfume, the faint sound of the nature’s breaths, the spectacular sen-
sation from the lips’ contact. No number of riches can match to this stunning 
experience,	rushing	all	of	the	five	senses	to	the	extreme.	As	the	transferring	
of life continues, the prince feels all the impressions Snow White ever made, 
the supercalifragilisticexpialidocious kiss is the bridge connecting between the 
living and the dead, passing memories, feelings, moments back and forth, reviv-
ing the dazzling Snow White. In the prince’s mind, the world seems to be im-
mobilized, everything reaching peace. Birds stop chirping, squirrels fall silent, 
even the whining horse starts to shush. Nothing matters to the prince expect 
this stupendous event, the unstoppable encounter between the two pairs of 
lips. Even the dwarves, gawking at the scene, jaws dropped, gasping, snapping 
branches,	and	shrieking	unintentionally	aren’t	significant	enough	for	the	prince	
to acknowledge. The kiss is everything and the only thing existing. The kiss of 
life.
 Treachery!, she screamed. So I slammed the lid down, crushing her dry 
and	twisted	fingers.	The	cauldron	buckled	as	Gretel	and	I	pressed	on	the	lid.	
The witch’s piercing shrieks began to rise in pitch. She never stopped for 
breath.

Snow White
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Thrown Away

 I used to love the soft chirping of the birds in the forest. But now the light 

tunes that used to create beautiful melodies sound like mocking outbursts of 

laughter.	I	used	to	love	the	smell	of	the	flowers.	But	now	all	I	can	smell	is	defeat.	

Strong and unavoidable. I used to love the sight of the strong, gigantic trees that 

reach up and touch the sky. But now as I look up at them for reassurance and 

hope, they abandon me. They seem to burden me with the weight of the forest. I 

used to love the forest, but now, everything in it is foreign. Unknown, and maybe 

even hostile. The thick brambles. Twigs snapping from our footsteps. Thorns 

greedily grabbing at our already frayed cloths. 

 Papa takes us deeper, deeper to the heart of the now frightening monster. 

I’m going to chop some wood over there. Fingers trembling. Eyes wandering, 

looking anywhere but at his children. His children, who he is about to throw away, 

for the second time. I take a deep breath. Papa, we can solve this, I know we can, 

please, Papa, don’t - 

 He hurries away. My heart shattering to a million pieces. This is our father. 

I	let	him	go,	knowing	he	will	not	come	back,	never	will	unless	we	go	and	find	him.		

Hansel and I wait for hours. It feels like eternity. 

 Time to go home, Hansel says. We follow the breadcrumbs back. Every-

thing is well. It’s going to be - oh no. No, no, no. The birds, the horrible winged 

creatures that look so innocent, had eaten our only guide home. I look at Hansel 

in despair.

 The night creeps up on us slowly, ever so slowly.

Hansel and Gretel
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Made For Them 

 Sharp sweet scents drifts towards Hansel and I through a slight breeze. 

Combating the musty smell of moldy trees behind us. The sugary aroma of 

milky chocolate taunting our empty stomachs. The blue icing spattered in drops 

across the walls. The gumball doorknobs gleaming in the sun’s golden rays. The 

candies obscuring the window panes. The thick purple jelly doors. The cherry 

licorice winding like a vine across the roof. The frosting, white and creamy, 

adorning the windows. The tangy smell of gingerbread wafting through the air. 

Taunting. Teasing. Tempting.

 The sight of sweets after many days of hunger makes my head spin, blur-

ring the picturesque scene into a blend of hues. This is all a dream. But the 

sweet aroma of melted chocolate. Of cream. They tell me otherwise. I want it all. 

Now. 

	 Our	eyes	are	alight.	A	spark	flickering	to	life.	Our	mouths	open.	Hanging	

by its hinges. Our hunger. Tearing our stomachs to shreds. Never have we seen 

anything so good, and never will we see anything just as good

	 My	body	fills	up	with	longing.	A	desire	to	get	to	the	cottage.	Hansel	and	

I run towards it. The moment I touch the chocolate, my mouth waters. My hand 

sinks	slowly,	deeply,	into	the	soft	folds	of	the	walls,	cream	coating	my	fingers,	

frosting reaching up to my wrist and in that moment life is perfect. Greedy 

handful after handful enters through my lips. Faster. Faster. Faster. My stom-

ach urges. Hurry. Cramming. Shoving. The gingerbread melting in my mouth, the 

spicy tang lingering. I close my eyes, relishing the food, the moment. It was as if 

the house was specially made for starving children lost in the woods. 

Hansel and Gretel
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 Trapped
 I’m unable to grasp anything under the force of the crashing waves. 

I’m dying, of anger, desperation, despair...emotions, all swirling around 

me. 

 Regret. Why did we come here? Anger. How could we have been so 

stupid? Panic. There’s no way to run. Desperation. I don’t know what to 

do. Gretel, how is she? Is she coping? 

 Black, cold darkness. Bleak. Desolate. Oh, why do I care? There’s 

no difference anyway. It’s just as pitch-black outside, as it is underneath 

my eyelids, as it is in my heart.

 Stepmother doesn’t love us. Papa will not come. Gretel, the only 

person who would help, can’t. Because she is slaving away, serving our 

horrible	captor.	Scrubbing	the	floor	with	her	tears.	Boiling	dinner	with	her	

red-hot anger. Dusting pots and spellbooks with her nervous energy. But 

so helpless, unable to do a thing to free me. 

 Hope has abandoned me, left me to rot in this godforsaken pris-

on. Oh, the indignity of being crammed into and dangled inside a cage! 

Shame.	Humiliation.	Mortification.	Like	I	am	an	imprisoned	circus	animal.

 I am choking inside the black widow’s white silk, unable to move, 

to scream, to cry, to do anything. She will come in soon, to feast on my 

blood. I wouldn’t be able to escape, and I would see her beady red eyes 

locked on mine, her breath wafting out the metallic taste of blood, her 

fangs	dripping	with	it,	her	teeth	sinking	into	my	flesh...Nightmarish	visions.	

Closing in on me, I can’t breathe. Suffocating. 

 There is nothing here. Just misery. Slowly squeezing the life out of 

me.

Hansel and Gretel
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Just One Push
  I creep up behind her. I can’t do this. My own furious heartbeat 

drowns out the other sounds going on inside the house. The simmering 

cauldron. The mice squeaking in the corners of the room. The howling 

wind. THUMP-A-THUMP. Both of my arms creep up and slowly position 

themselves behind her back, barely making contact. Just one push. Sweat, 

dripping down from the smothering heat, and from my own nerves. My 

eyes, they burn as the salty liquid slowly trickles down my forehead. 

She is a horrible, evil murderer. I have to stop her before she hurts some-

one else. I swallow thickly. It was as if cotton was in my mouth, soaking up 

the remaining liquids. I have to do this. If I kill her, my brother and I will be 

free. Like eagles soaring in the endless blue sky.  

 A feeling of determination settles in my veins. I maneuver both of my 

hands forward until I felt them make contact with her horrid, wrinkly back, 

which stiffens immediately in surprise. My vision blurs from the sweat, rage 

and frustration. I am fueled by adrenaline.

 So I push.

 She screeches out in surprise as her body tumbles forward into the 

fire.	I	watch	her	fall	in	slow	motion.	I	see	her	mouth	open	in	a	grotesque	

O to scream out again, but I can’t hear her. My body isn’t attached to my 

mind. Reality and fantasy collide. Slow motion. Fast action. Her screams 

are horrible and sound like grating metal, resounding in my ears. I want to 

run away from her screams. I want to go back to that unreality. I want to 

wake up and realize that this was all a dream. I want...I want...I want. But 

this is life. This is now.

Hansel and Gretel
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The Princess of Cinder

 Cinder, oh cinder, why won’t you speak to me? All I need is a friend 

to spend these cold days with me. Day to night, oh dusk to dawn, I could 

feel my own bones withering. Father, dear father, why don’t you speak to 

me anymore? Long gone, you’re just an empty shell of who you once were. 

Could I say the same for myself? Maybe so, but I’ll always know that I was 

once a princess too. Yes, I lived in a shining kingdom, where everyone cast 

smiles my way, and had two parents that went beyond care for me. Now, 

though, things have changed, with my loved ones dead, gone to the grave. 

Imprisoned by two witches I call sisters and a stepmother who loves riches 

more than her own heart, it’s only me in my lonely land, with cinder that 

refuses to acknowledge my loneliness. Oh Cinderella, sad Cinderella, what 

other name could I possibly bear?

 Wait, what is that I hear? A grand ball in the castle? Every girl in the 

kingdom is invited? Have my very own ears gone wrong? No, no. I must be 

dreaming. Oh, the prince is looking for a bride! Ears never lie. This must 

be	my	chance!	After	the	endless	years	of	praying,	my	dream	is	finally	com-

ing	true.	Oh	dear	prince,	my	lovely	prince,	had	finally	come	for	me.	Sadly,	I	

am in no shape to go. My clothes in tatters, my hair a mess, I’m in no shape 

to impress. Oh Cinderella, sweet Cinderella, you are no princess.

Cinderella
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Cinderella

From Rags to Riches

 “Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo!” A piercing light pours upon me. I feel this 
strangely warm, vibrating sensation, sizzling all over my frail body. My fairy 
godmother with her chubby, delightful face appears in the distance. Her 
warm, welcoming smile that melts hearts. Crystal clear skin. The velvety blue 
gown that she always wears, covers her from head to toe. A pink ribbon is 
draped on her silky collar. As I look down at myself, shame bubbles up inside 
of me. My tattered rags are not even enough to keep me warm.  My lonely 
face is smudged with dirt and dust. 
	 With	a	slight	flick	of	her	wand,	a	shimmering	clear	shower	of	sparkles	
surrounds me, and in the blink of an eye, I am suddenly wearing the most 
breathtaking	and	magnificent	dress	anyone	could	ever	ask	for.	I	am	no	longer	
the pitiful pauper; instead, I look like a true princess. On my body is a radi-
ant, silvery-white dress that would have sparkled in the darkest of nights. It 
shimmers with a crystal hue, dazzling to any observer. On my feet are a pair 
of glittering glass slippers. Delicate and elegant in every sense. My newly ar-
ranged silky smooth blond hair is secured by a sparkling tiara embellished 
with	pearls	and	diamonds.	My	fairy	godmother	has	flown	into	the	backyard,	
without giving me a chance to speak.
Poof!	The	godmother	flicks	her	wand	again.	A	nearby	pumpkin	levitates	to-
wards me and begins its own metamorphosis into a dazzling brand new car-
riage,	with	wheels	glaze	from	gold.	Magnificent,	grand	sculptures.	Luxurious	
leather seats.  Then, the mice start their own transformation. The mice squeal 
in	pain	as	they	turn	into	magnificent,	gallant	stallions,	neighing	and	pawing	
their hooves nervously. They struggle to get used to their newly muscular 
body. The coachwoman, looking professional and determined while crack-
ing	her	whip,	is	my	very	own	fairy	godmother.	I	couldn’t	put	my	finger	on	it,	
but there was something on the fairy godmother’s mind. Something about a 

deadline, a time limit? Or was it a due date?
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Midnight Love

 Our eyes lock. I hear gurgling noises coming from my stomach. 

Could this be love? His charming smile. Sparkling eyes. Flawless hair. He 

walks towards me. Bu-bump. My heart pounds. Before I can comprehend 

what is happening, the world’s most gorgeous human being appears in 

front of me. I gaze at him as I lose myself in his hazel eyes. All of a sudden, 

an	unknown	sensation	bursts	in	my	chest	like	a	million	fireworks.	Could	this	

be love?

 He breaks the silence and asks me to dance. At that moment, all the 

fireworks	end,	gurgling	noises	stop,	and	butterflies	fly	away.	Is	this	what	

freedom	feels	like?	For	the	first	time	in	forever,	I’m	free.

 DING. Oh dear Fairy Godmother. DONG. Please, not now.

 It’s a quarter to midnight. DING. I have to leave. DONG. Leave love, 

and leave freedom.

 I clear my mind and run. I’m running as fast as my little feet can man-

age. Hoping not to get locked up by those beautiful hazel eyes. I run. 

Hoping those warm arms won’t catch me.

	 It’s	time	to	wake	up	from	this	dream	filled	with	love	and	freedom.	Re-

turn to the cold and gray reality of rules and constraints.

It’s time. DING. My shoe slips from my foot. DONG. The clock strikes 

twelve.

Cinderella
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Happily Ever After?

 Trumpets blare outside, increasing in volume and abruptly stopping 

when they arrive at my house. What is going on? Apparently, the prince 

is seeking the owner of the glass slipper. I was the one who dropped the 

glass slipper on the steps of the palace. I am the one the prince is trying 

to	find.		However,	I	am	locked	in	my	small	and	dark	room.	Just	like	always.	

Anticipation	hums	in	the	air.	My	sisters’	muffled	shrieks	of	disappointment	

pierce through my door. I breath a sigh of relief. Thank goodness their 

feet are too big. If only someone would unlock my door. If only… Sud-

denly, my door creaks open, shedding a ray of light on me. A ray of hope. 

 I squint up through the dusty air and into my sister’s grumpy face. 

She barks at me to come down. I slowly creep out of my room and tiptoe 

down the staircase. Step by step, each one bringing me closer to my fate. 

The glass slipper is resting on a plush cushion, sparkling in the light. Wait-

ing for me. I sink down onto the soft couch. The servants delicately lift my 

foot.	They	prepare	to	slide	the	slipper	on.	Doubt	flashes	though	my	mind.	

What if this is not my slipper? What if this is all a dream? My heart pounds 

as fast as a drum roll as the glass slipper is gently slipped onto my foot. It 

fits	perfectly.	Down	to	every	last	curve	and	edge.	Everything	slows	down.	

The servants are shouting cheerfully. My sisters are glaring at me. The 

prince is running towards me. I…I am crying tears of joy. Is the dark part of 

my life over? Will I have a happily ever after?

Cinderella



the end (or is it?)
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